
WHAP Summer 2017 
Welcome to WHAP!  World History Advanced Placement will challenge you: historically and in 
your writing strategies. It is nothing that you cannot handle IF you commit to success; accept 
that there will be stumbling blocks; and teach yourself to grow from failures. 
For this summer assignment you will need a spiral bound notebook or a composition book: 
(college or wide rule), in which you will collect all of the artifacts for your summer work.  A note of 
caution, summer work is not due until August 22nd; but if you wait until August to get a start on 
this you will make yourself miserable.  Put a plan in place and stick to it over the summer!  

Honor Code This is due No Later than May 30th You and your parent must complete this together. 
  

1. Select either the new series on National Geographic Origins: The Journey 
of Humankind or PBS’  First Peoples. View three(3) episodes from either of 
these series. 

A format for viewing notes will be posted on GClassroom with this document. You MUST utilize 
that format for three episodes: recreate the document in your composition book.  
 

2. Read the attached book’s first two sections: This Fleeting World is a great 
overview for our first three - four units of study. We will utilize this information as the 
basis for our first “Harkness Discussion” an amazing way to hold a conversation (watch 
this three minute video to get an idea of about what I’m referencing) and not be afraid to 
contribute.    While you read, utilize the course descriptions Key Concepts to make 
connections (also posted on GClassroom and Schoology).  PLEASE write all over your 
online booklet (make sure to save your additions): define terms, ask questions, connect to 
the Key Concepts (be specific) and connect information to the themes above. 

As you read/view, please look for evidence of the following themes: 
➔ Interaction Between Humans and the Environment:   how the environment shaped human 

societies and how humans shaped the environment: Including such issues as demography, 
disease, migration, patterns of settlement, and environmental technology. 

➔ Development and Interaction of Cultures: religious beliefs, whether organized or 
traditional, the religious institutions of culture, having to do with art (visual, musical, 
written) and architecture as well as intellectual movements/philosophy, having to do with 
the technology used by the society, new inventions. 

➔ State-Building, Expansion, and Conflict: gaining, seeking, and organizing power, events 
related to the function of government: making laws, enforcing laws, and interpreting laws.  

➔ Creation, Expansion, and Interaction of Economic Systems: how people meet their basic 
material needs, the production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services 
including such issues as domestic and international trade, monetary policies and taxation. 

➔ Development and Transformation of Social Structures: people in groups, their living 
together, and relations with one another o Includes such issues as: gender, economic status. 

 

Google Classroom:  p5fle2o 
Schoology: TM233 - JVPNW 
Google Calendar: a link will be posted on GClassroom - add this to your calendars when you receive the evite 
 

https://youtu.be/QCORvIYKMMQ
https://www.exeter.edu/exeter-difference/how-youll-learn
https://goo.gl/forms/IV5tsu4ABSBHMKHM2


Vocabulary Development:  Below you will find a list of vocabulary terms that will be repeated 
throughout the school year: some are content and some are testing terms that seem to appear 
and then confuse students..  These words will apply to many different cultures throughout 
history. It is important for you to become familiar with these words and their meanings: don’t 
assume you know the meaning.  It is encouraged that you define these words in your composition 
book (toward the back); but ultimately you are responsible for knowing and applying these 
concepts throughout the year.  Warning: it is better to rely on a history glossary than Quizlet as 
many of those are student created for “extra - credit” and not verified by their instructors.    
 
absolutism agriculture aristocracy bureaucracy chiefdom 
city-state civilization colonialism contextualization conquest  
coup demography diaspora diety diffusion 
divine dynasty economic empire 
epidemic feudalism forager genocide globalization 
imperialism ideology indentured servant interregional kingdom 
matrilineal 
medieval Merchant mercantilism monotheism nation  
nation-state Neolithic nomad pandemic papacy political
pastoral patriarchal philosophy periodization polytheism 
prehistoric primary source rebellion revolution revolt rural 
scribe secondary source serf shaman slave
specialization social socialism state syncretism
theocracy urban synthesis  

 
Make sure that you understand the ideas of Critical Thinking (There is an image on GC with the 
summer assignment) and know what each level of thinking is asking you to do and how. 

Specifically define these terms 

Evaluate 

Identify 

Explain 

Analyze 

To what extent 

Cite 

Historical Thinking Skills will be discussed in the first two weeks of the course and will be utilized 
throughout the year…. Identify the HTS for WHAP. (you might know these already or google them). 

 

OPTIONAL, OPTIONAL, OPTIONAL: 
Optional but will help with vocabulary, reading strength, and historical analysis is reading historical novels for pleasure. 
Below is a list of recommended summer reading books.  Pick one, or more, and enjoy. 
All Quiet on the Western Front by Erich Maria Remarque    a long way gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier by ishmael beah 
Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China by  Jung Chang The Pearl  by John Steinbeck 
Salt: A World History   or Cod by Mark Kurlansky An Edible History of Humanity By Tom Standage 
Journey into the Whirlwind  by Eugenia Ginzburg A Peace to End All Peace by David Fromkin 
The Fall of The Ottomans  by Eugenia Rogan  


